Abstract-Image fusion is a popular application of image processing which performs merging of two or more images into one. The merged image is of improved visual quality and carries more information content. The present work introduces a new image fusion method in complex wavelet domain. The proposed fusion rule is based on a level dependent threshold, where absolute difference of a wavelet coefficient from the threshold value is taken as fusion criteria. This absolute difference represents variation in the image intensity that resembles the salient features of image. Hence, for fusion, the coefficients that are far from threshold value are being selected. The motivation behind using dual tree complex wavelet transform is due to failure of real valued wavelet transform in many aspects. Good directional selectivity, availability of phase information and approximate shift invariant nature of dual tree complex wavelet transform make it suitable for image fusion and help to produce a high quality fused image. To prove the strength of the proposed method, it has been compared with several spatial, pyramidal, wavelet and new generation wavelet based fusion methods. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms all the other state-ofthe-art methods visually as well quantitatively as in terms of standard deviation, mutual information, edge strength, fusion factor, sharpness and average gradient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion [1] [2] [3] [4] is a process to extract the complementary or redundant features from the multiple source images of the same scene and then, fuse them into a single composite image with more dependent and more comprehensive information. The fused outcome is more useful for human and machine perception and for further image processing tasks. Replacement of multiple images by a single one also reduces the processing time and storage space. These benefits increase the popularity of image fusion in different application areas like medical imaging, remote sensing, satellite imaging, biometrics etc.
Medical imaging deals with several types of multimodal images like computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) etc. These multimodal images contain complementary functional or anatomical information of different organs. For example, PET image contains functional information of organs whereas the MRI provides anatomical information of the body. Likewise, remote sensing imagery involves multispectral and panchromatic images. Multispectral images are of high spectral resolution whereas the panchromatic images are of high spatial resolution. Similar problems occur in case of many other fields of imaging. Thus, there is a need to process several modalities of images because the required information is scattered in different images. Use of image fusion technique will process the complementary images to produce a single image having all important features of the respective source images. A detail discussion on different image fusion techniques is given in section 2.
In this work, we have proposed a novel level dependent threshold based fusion method using dual tree complex wavelet transform. This level dependent threshold is based on standard deviation of complex wavelet coefficients, mean, median of absolute complex wavelet coefficients. We have incorporated this threshold as a fusion rule by taking absolute difference of each coefficient from the threshold. This threshold works because absolute difference of wavelet coefficients from the threshold resembles the variation in the intensity values and so to the salient features of the image like edges or curves. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, we have performed experiments in which the proposed method is compared with several existing spatial and transform domain fusion methods. Results of our experiments show that the proposed method is superior to all the other state-of-the-arts methods visually as well as in term of statistical quantitative measurements like, standard deviation, mutual information, edge strength, fusion factor, sharpness and average gradient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives literature review on existing image fusion methods. Section 3 introduces the fundamental structure and properties of dual tree complex wavelet transform. Section 4 describes the proposed fusion method. Details of fusion metrics used for comparison of different methods are given in Section 5. Experimental results and their analysis are given in section 6. Finally, whole work is concluded in Section 7.2 II. RELATED WORKS Image fusion methods are classified into three broad categories-pixel level fusion, feature level fusion and decision level fusion. Pixel level fusion is the simplest and efficient method among the three categories because here, fusion is applied directly on the pixels of image. Pixel level fusion is further divided into spatial domain [5] [6] and frequency domain [7] [8] [9] methods. Spatial domain methods perform fusion directly on image pixels. Weighted averaging is a simple spatial domain fusion method but it suffers from reduced contrast problem. Principal component analysis (PCA) [5] , Brovey transform and intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) [6] based methods are some other spatial domain fusion methods with improved performance. They generate high spatial quality image but often suffer with spectral distortions. Another category of pixel level fusion is frequency domain methods which avoids the shortcomings of spatial domain methods. In frequency domain methods, multiresolution analysis (MRA) commences a new era in image fusion. MRA is based on human visual perception that views an image as several components of different resolutions. In MRA based fusion, source images are converted into several components of different resolutions and then, these components are combined using an appropriate fusion rule. The fused image is then obtained from the combined component set by applying inverse transform. Pyramid transform and wavelet transform are the most popular methods based on multiresolution principle. In pyramid transform, images are divided into multiple pyramids of varying resolution. Laplacian pyramid (LP), gradient pyramid [10] , contrast pyramid, ratio of low pass pyramid, morphological pyramid are few examples of pyramid transforms. The main problem with pyramid based methods is lack of spatial orientation selectivity, which results in blocking effect in the fused image [11] . Use of wavelet transform can avoid this shortcoming. Wavelet transform gives a compact, less redundant and more directional solution in form of discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Many researchers have worked on DWT for different applications [7, 12] and observed that this real valued discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has limited directionality, lack of phase information and is shiftvariant in nature. To solve the above problems, scholars have been motivated to explore the complex valued world in place of real valued world. Kingsbury [13] had proposed the concept of dual tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) that exploits two DWT, one for real part and other for imaginary part of the transform. DTCWT provides more directional selectivity, phase information, shift-invariance and less redundancy as compared to DWT. These properties provide sufficient strength to DTCWT to produce good fusion results.
So far several fusion rules have been developed by researchers in literature. Burt [10] has proposed a multiresolution fusion framework with ‗absolute maximum selection' fusion rule. Because of its simplicity this fusion rule has become very popular and used by many researchers [3, 14, 15] in different areas of image processing. But, this fusion rule is based only on the selected current wavelet coefficient and knows nothing about the dependency or relationship among the coefficients. Therefore, sometime it fails to incorporate salient features of images. Burt and Kolczynski [16] have proposed another fusion rule based on activity measure and matches a measure value which is based on window based selection. In window based fusion rule, selection is based on a group of coefficients rather than a single coefficient. Similar fusion rules have been defined in [11, 17] in the form of energy based, window based and activity measure based fusion rule. Besides these standard fusion rules, some more complex fusion rules have also been proposed. Yang et al. [18] have proposed a fusion rule based on Log-Gabor energy. It is based on Log-Gabor filter. Another contrast sensitivity based fusion is proposed in [19] by Wilson et al. This fusion is based on weighted energy in human perceptual domain that depends on the frequency domain. In most of the fusion rules the low frequency coefficient didn't get attention and obtained by just averaging operation. It may decrease the contrast of fused image [20] . In the present paper, we have proposed a new fusion rule that avoids the problems of earlier proposed rules. The proposed fusion rule is based on the statistical properties of DTCWT coefficients of image. The proposed fusion rule neither depends on a single coefficient nor does it perform averaging operation on low frequency coefficient. Unlike the other complex fusion rules, its implementation is as simple as ‗absolute maximum selection' or window based fusion rule. The proposed fusion rule depends on a threshold proposed by [21] and some statistical properties. The detail about the proposed fusion rule is discussed in section 4.
III. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS WITH DUAL TREE COMPLEX WAVELET TRANSFORM
Multiresolution analysis (MRA) [22] is an advanced tool, which has been successfully used by many researchers for signal analysis and image processing tasks. In MRA, an image is decomposed into different decomposition levels which contain coefficient sets of variable frequencies. These coefficient sets are processed for a particular task and then, inverse transform is applied to get the final processed image. Wavelet transform is the most popular tool of MRA. Wavelet transform can be categorized into real valued and complex valued wavelet transforms. Real valued wavelet transform uses realvalued filters to get real valued coefficients while complex wavelet transform uses complex valued filters to get complex valued coefficients. No doubt that the real valued wavelet transform (DWT) has better sparse representation and efficient computation but, it suffers from the following problems:
Shift variance: In real valued wavelet transform, small change in the input signal may cause a substantive change in the energy distribution of decomposition levels.
Lack of directionality: DWT is limited to only three directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal), due to which it is not efficient in capturing curves and edges in other directions.
Oscillations: Because a bandpass function is used in computation of real-valued wavelet transform, wavelet coefficients oscillate in positive and negative directions around singularity. It makes the singularity extraction and signal modeling difficult in real-valued wavelet transform.
Aliasing: The iterated downsampling in the computation of real-valued wavelet transform results in aliasing which causes artifacts in the reconstructed signal.
To obtain the solution of the above problems, researchers revisited the Fourier transform and found that Fourier transform does not suffer from some of the problems of DWT because it uses complex valued sinusoid functions. This fact motivated researchers to switch over complex domain to make a complex wavelet transform. Kingsbury [13] proposed a complex wavelet transform and named it as Dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT). DTCWT uses two real DWT in parallel. One DWT generates real part and the other generates imaginary part of DTCWT [13] . The analysis and synthesis filter banks of DTCWT are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. In both parts of DTCWT, two different filters are used and each of them satisfies the condition for perfect reconstruction. The filter pair is constructed in a manner that the transform is approximately analytic. Let h 0 (n), h 1 (n) are the low pass and high pass filters for the first wavelet (ψ h (t)) tree and g 0 (n), g 1 (n) are the low pass and high pass filters for the second wavelet (ψ g (t)) tree. The two wavelets together construct the dual-tree complex wavelet ψ(t) as shown in equation (1):
To make the transform analytic and shift independent, the two wavelets are chosen so that they form approximately Hilbert pair or in other words one filter is half-sample shift of the other [23] , i.e.
Though DTCWT is a complex wavelet transform, but the filters that it uses are all real valued. So, no complex computation is involved in its implementation, making it computationally efficient. In 2-dimension, DTCWT is achieved by applying filters separately along rows and columns. If both filters suppress negative frequencies, then only first quadrant of the spectrum is obtained. However, to completely represent a 2-D signal, two adjacent quadrants of the spectrum are required. Therefore, complex conjugates of the row filters are used. In comparison to the 2-D DWT, 2-D DTCWT gives six sub-images (three sub-images each in two quadrants) resulting in six bandpass images containing complex coefficients. o . Therefore, in DTCWT, we can achieve good directional selectivity, phase information, perfect reconstruction and approximate shift-invariance without involving complex computations.
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Absolute maximum fusion rule is simple in nature. However use of absolute maximum fusion rule has a serious disadvantage that sometime noisy coefficients are selected during the fusion process. To avoid this problem, a threshold based fusion rule has been proposed in this paper. The threshold, the fusion rule and the algorithm are described in consequent sub-sections of this section.
A. The Threshold
Wavelet based thresholding is the most popular tool for reducing noise present in the images. In thresholding, we compare the values of wavelet coefficients with the threshold value and preserve them if their absolute values are greater than the predefined threshold. In the present work, we have utilized this concept in image fusion. In denoising, we discard the coefficients having lower absolute values than the threshold, because the noise affects the small value wavelet coefficients substantially than the high value wavelet coefficients. In the same way, in image fusion, we have to choose wavelet coefficients having high absolute values. Therefore, we select the wavelet coefficient whose absolute difference from the threshold is higher. The threshold can be defined in two ways. Either it is fixed and constant for the whole processing or it may vary depending on particular parameter(s). Varying threshold is more efficient than the fixed threshold because in multiresolution analysis an image is divided into coefficients of different frequencies and fixed threshold is not able to handle coefficients of different frequencies properly. In the present paper, we have used a threshold, proposed by Khare et al. [21] that depends on the statistical properties and decomposition level of the wavelet coefficients. This threshold is defined in (3), as,
Here σ is the standard deviation, µ is the absolute mean, M is the absolute median of DTCWT coefficients and l is the level of decomposition. These statistical parameters are combined in such a way that they jointly represent the variation in the wavelet coefficients which is used in the fusion algorithm to select the better coefficients.
B. The Fusion Rule
Goal of image fusion is to preserve the salient features like lines, edges, curves, contours of an image which have high intensity variations. In image fusion, selection of appropriate fusion rule is the most important and crucial step because the quality of the fused image profoundly depends on the selected fusion rule. An improper fusion rule may fail to capture all important features of the source images and generates inefficient fused result. Hence, fusion rule should be chosen very carefully. In the present work, we have proposed a new threshold based fusion rule. From the previous subsection A, it is clear that the proposed threshold is defined in such a way that the absolute difference of a coefficient from the threshold represents variation in the intensity. Hence, the coefficient that has larger absolute difference from its threshold is better in representing the fused image. In the proposed fusion rule, first, we calculate thresholds for each decomposition level by using (3) for the source images and find the absolute difference of coefficients with their respective threshold. Then, we compare the absolute difference of coefficients of different source images and select the coefficient that has the highest value of absolute difference. Detail algorithm of the proposed method is discussed in the next subsection C. 
C. The Algorithm
First step of the proposed method is to decompose the source images, using dual tree complex wavelet transform, at several decomposition levels. At each step, it generates six subbands that are oriented in ±15 0 , ±45 0 , ±75 0 directions. After decomposing the source images into coefficient sets, fusion rule has been applied on these coefficients. And, then the fused coefficient set is converted into fused image by applying inverse dual tree complex wavelet transform. Fig. 3 shows the basic block diagram of the dual tree complex wavelet transform based fusion. Rather than applying fusion rule directly on the pixels, it has been applied on the wavelet coefficient set because, in multiresolution scheme an image is partitioned into various decomposition levels according to their frequencies and different bands of frequencies have different properties. Hence, it is more reasonable and efficient to compare and fuse the coefficients sets rather than the image pixels. In the present work, we have applied threshold based fusion rule on the coefficient sets. For each decomposition level, we have calculated threshold at each level for the DTCWT coefficients of both the source images. After that, we find the absolute difference of each coefficient from its respective threshold. This difference works as a fusion criterion in the proposed scheme. We have compared the absolute difference of corresponding coefficients of the source images and the coefficient having larger value of absolute difference has been selected. Finally, the fused image is obtained by applying inverse DTCWT on the selected coefficient set. The proposed fusion method can be used to fuse any number of images. But, for simplification, here we write the algorithm for fusion of two images only.
The steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Let Im 1 (x, y) and Im 2 (x, y) be two source images. Images are decomposed by using dual tree complex wavelet transform into complex coefficient sets Cf 1 (i, j) and Cf 2 (i, j). Step 2: For both coefficient sets, calculate the threshold for each decomposition level by using (3): where l is level of decomposition, σ is the standard deviation of DTCWT coefficients. µ and M are mean and median of absolute wavelet coefficients at level l, respectively.
Step 3: For all wavelet coefficients, calculate absolute difference from the corresponding threshold, as below-
Step 4: Compare the absolute differences of corresponding coefficients of both the source images and the coefficient having larger value of absolute difference from threshold is selected, to form coefficient set of the fused image.
( , )
Step 5: Finally, apply inverse dual tree complex wavelet transform on the fused coefficient set to obtain the final fused image. 
V. QUANTITATIVE QUALITY METRICS
In image processing applications, it is necessary to perform some quantitative quality measurements [24] [25] in addition to visual inspection, because for human visual system it is difficult to observe the small changes or differences in the images. These quantitative quality metrics evaluate different parameters of images that reflect on the quality of image. In the present work, we have used six quantitative quality metrics that are standard deviation, mutual information, edge strength, fusion factor, sharpness and average gradient.
A. Standard Deviation
Standard deviation is a measure that represents variation or dispersion of image intensity from the mean value. Large variation from the mean values is the key feature of edges, lines and curves that are salient features of an image. Hence, high value of standard deviation is desired for good quality image. The mathematical formula to compute standard deviation is as below: 
B. Mutual Information
In information theory, mutual information represents the dependence of one variable on other. It measures the (13) where, I FA is the amount of information transferred from the source image A to the fused image F and I FB is the amount of information transferred from the source image B to the fused image F. The higher is the mutual information, the more information the fused image has.
C. Edge Strength ( F AB Q )
Edges and curves are important features of an image. Quality of an image depends on the quality of its edges. Edge strength measures the quality of edges that are transferred to the fused image from the source images. The higher the value of edge strength is, the better quality fused image is obtained. For calculating the edge strength, firstly, we calculate edge magnitude g(x,y) and orientation (x, y) [0, ]    for each pixel of image, using Sobel edge operator and then, the relative strength G AF (x,y) and orientation ( , ) AF x y  value of source image with respect to fused image. They are defined as:
and
Now define, Q AF , which describes the amount of edge information of image A, preserved in the fused image F. Mathematically, it is the product of a sigmoid mapping function of the relative strength and orientation values, i.e.,
where K, σ and τ are constants. Values of these constants decide the shape of sigmoid mapping. The edge strength 
D. Sharpness
Sharpness measures the small details of an image. High value of sharpness is required for better fusion result. It is defined as: 2 2 ( ( , ) ( , 1)) ( ( , ) ( 1, )) 2 ,
where I(i,j) is the intensity at position (i, j) and M X N is the size of image.
E. Average Gradient
It represents the clarity of an image. Higher the value of average gradient, the better is the image quality. Average gradient is defined as below:
where I is the source image of size M X N.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents visual and quantitative results of the proposed method and the other state-of-the-art methods (PCA [26] , sharp fusion [27] , linear fusion [28] , LP [29] , DWT [30] , SWT [31] , LWT [32] , MWT [15] , Cvt [34] , CT [14] and NSCT [33] ) as well as comparison of the proposed method with them. We have performed experiments with several set of images, but for demonstration purpose, here, we present results for four set of images. The image set contains two set of multifocus images (one set is multifocus face images and other set is multifocus plane images), one set of remote sensing image and one set of medical image. Size of all images is 256 X 256. Multifocus images contain two objects, one is focused and another is out of focus. The remote sensing images contain two images of different bands. Images of different bands capture different features of earth. In medical images, the first image is T1-weighted MRI image and the second is MRA image. Process of image fusion combines complementary information of the source images into a single image. For fusion of images, the source images must be registered otherwise, their fusion may generate inaccurate results. In the present work, we have taken source images that are already registered, as image registration is beyond the scope of present work. [34] , (e) NSCT [33] , (f) CT [14] , (g) SWT [31] , (h) DWT [30] , (i) LWT [32] , (j) MWT [15] , (k) LP [29] , (l) PCA [26] , (m) linear fusion [28] , (n) sharp fusion [27] . [34] , (e) NSCT [33] , (f) CT [14] , (g) SWT [31] , (h) DWT [30] , (i) LWT [32] , (j) MWT [15] , (k) LP [29] , (l) PCA [26] , (m) linear fusion [28] , (n) sharp fusion [27] . [34] , (e) NSCT [33] , (f) CT [14] , (g) SWT [31] , (h) DWT [30] , (i) LWT [32] , (j) MWT [15] , (k) LP [29] , (l) PCA [26] , (m) linear fusion [28] , (n) sharp fusion [27] . [34] , (e) NSCT [33] , (f) CT [14] , (g) SWT [31] , (h) DWT [30] , (i) LWT [32] , (j) MWT [15] , (k) LP [29] , (l) PCA [26] , (m) linear fusion [28] , (n) sharp fusion [27] .
In spatial domain methods, the proposed method is compared with principal component analysis [26] , sharp fusion [27] and linear fusion [28] based methods and in transform domain methods, the proposed method is compared with Laplacian pyramid [29] , discrete wavelet transform [30] , stationary wavelet transform [31] , lifting wavelet transform [32] and multiwavelet transform [15] based fusion methods. Apart from wavelet domain methods, we have also compared the proposed method with some new generation wavelet based methods that are highly directional like contourlet transform [14] , nonsubsampled contourlet transform [33] and curvelet transform [34] based methods. Visual results of the proposed and other methods [14, 15, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] are shown in the Figs. 4-7. Observing these figures, we can clearly find that the fused images obtained by all spatial domain methods (PCA [26] , sharp fusion [27] and linear fusion [28] ) are of poor visual quality. Spatial domain fusion methods work directly on the image pixels. Hence, they suffer from loss of information and spiking like effects. Next, the proposed method is compared with transform domain fusion methods (LP [29] , DWT [30] , SWT [31] , LWT [32] , MWT [15] , Cvt [34] , CT [14] and NSCT [33] ) and we found that the quality of images of the proposed method is better than the wavelet and advanced wavelet based methods. In few cases, quality of compared methods appears quite similar to that of the proposed method. To distinguish these similarities, some quantitative image quality measurements have been used, as described in section 5 of this paper. On the basis of these quantitative measurements, we can better judge image fusion methods along with the visual results. In the present work, we have used six image quality metrics that are standard deviation, mutual information, edge strength, fusion factor, sharpness and average gradient. Quantitative results of the proposed and other methods have been shown in the tables 1-4 for four representative set of images. In all these tables the proposed method has clearly better results than all the spatial domain methods (PCA [26] , sharp fusion [27] and linear fusion [28] ) for all the measurements, except for one or two values. Hence, we can say that the proposed method outperforms the spatial domain methods. Next, we have compared the proposed method with wavelet and new generation wavelet based methods. Observing the tables, again we have found that in most of the cases, the proposed method has better performance than these methods [(PCA [26] , sharp fusion [27] , linear fusion [28] , LP [29] , DWT [30] , SWT [31] , LWT [32] , MWT [15] , Cvt [34] , CT [14] and NSCT [33] )]. Hence, we can say that the proposed method outperforms all the other methods [(PCA [26] , sharp fusion [27] , linear fusion [28] , LP [29] , DWT [30] , SWT [31] , LWT [32] , MWT [15] , Cvt [34] , CT [14] and NSCT [33] )]. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a new threshold based image fusion method using dual tree complex wavelet transform. The proposed fusion is based on a level dependent threshold that depends on standard deviation of wavelet coefficients, mean and median of absolute wavelet coefficients and decomposition level. Absolute difference of each coefficient from the threshold value is used as a fusion criterion. The proposed fusion rule works because the value of absolute difference from the threshold represents variation in intensity. Hence, large value of absolute difference means more intensity variations (represents curves and edges that are salient features of images). Further, good directionality, approximate shift-invariance, phase information and computational efficiency of dual tree complex wavelet transform make the algorithm more powerful. The proposed method has been compared with several spatial and transform domain fusion methods, in term of both visual perception and quantitative measurements using six standard metrics (standard deviation, mutual information, edge strength, fusion factor, sharpness and average gradient). Visual and quantitative results demonstrate that the proposed method is better than the other methods. The proposed fusion method is tested for multi-focus, medical and remote sensing images. This indicates that the proposed method is effective for different applications. 
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